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Bristol Youth Hostels
Bristol [Strontian Lodge] Youth Hostel

1949 to 1965

Strontian Lodge, 10 Cotham Side, Bristol 6
Historic County: Gloucestershire

YHA Region:
Gloucester, Somerset & Exmoor

GR: ST 587770

One of the key developments for YHA’s former Gloucester, Somerset and
Exmoor Region immediately after the war was to establish a youth hostel
in its largest city, Bristol. On 26th January 1949 a pair of old twin semidetached stone mansions on Cotham Side in the north of the city was
acquired. A 1950s map shows that the hostel at Strontian Lodge, 10
Cotham Side, was in the left-hand or easternmost of the pair, further from
Cotham Road South than Thorpe Lodge, No. 9. Thorpe Lodge was to be
the regional head office. The properties were purchased freehold for
£5,250, subject to an annual rent charge of £25.4s.
The hostel opened on 1st June 1949, an official ceremony following on
8th October. Like most of YHA’s larger post-war acquisitions, the new
Bristol hostel attracted a Ministry of Education grant towards setting up.
Three years later, Rucksack Magazine of May-June 1952 announced that
adaptations were complete, the local working party had redecorated, and
the hostel would shortly offer a high standard of accommodation. 74 beds
were available throughout the life of the hostel.
Left: a pre-YHA postcard of Strontian Lodge, 10 Cotham Side, emblazoned with
the lettering ‘CAWG’, unexplained to date (author’s collection)

The twin YHA properties of Strontian Lodge (left), used as the hostel, and Thorpe Lodge (right), the regional office, occupied a
large plot between St Matthew’s Road and Cotham Road South, on the south side of Cotham Side (postcard – YHA Archive)
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Strontian Lodge was soon proving its worth, attracting about 6,000 hostellers a year, though city hostelling outside
London was as yet relatively undeveloped. As with Carlisle, Hoole Bank (Chester), Norwich, Patcham (Brighton),
Plymouth, Portsmouth, Southampton and other city YHA properties introduced either side of the war, the first
Bristol hostel never quite shook off the mantle of a grand, old and somewhat faded town house adapted rather
awkwardly to the role of youth hostel accommodation; this was the author’s impression in the early 1960s.
The Cotham Side hostel operated for 17 years, but closed on the last day of 1965. There had been a substantial loss
because of high expenditure for years on repairs and maintenance. The building was sold 18th August 1967. The
regional office was not needed after the merger into the South-West region of 1965.
Some of the hostel’s wardens have been identified: Mr and Mrs Dennison were in charge early on, but resigned in
1952, when Mr and Mrs Cooper took over. Thereafter, the wardenship is unknown until Arthur Thompson, Henry
and Betty Nesbit and Mr and Mrs GH Workman ran the premises in quick succession in 1963, 1964 and 1965.

Upper: a lovely old silhouette YHA triangle sign adorns the regional office entrance. Members attend to bikes and rucksacks.
The twin properties are now demolished and replaced with a block of care flats, called Thorpe Lodge, while the houses at the
back have survived. Much-travelled South Wales cyclist JD Thomas photographed the scene in the early 1960s (YHA Archive);
lower: two hostel stamps, of 1950 and 1965, frame early and late versions of the one-inch pin badge (author’s collection)

Bristol [St John Reade Hall of Residence] seasonal Youth Hostel

1981 to 1988

St John Reade Hall of Residence, Redland Green, Bristol BS6 7HE
Historic County: Gloucestershire

YHA Region: South West, South

GR: ST 580750

If YHA’s provincial city hostels in the 1950s and 1960s stayed relatively undeveloped, the need for them became
more apparent in later decades; well-established hostels like Bath, Canterbury, Cambridge and Salisbury were
bursting at the seams and relied on temporary overflow accommodation in the high season, while summer hostels
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opened in Birmingham, Ely and Durham in the 1980s, using school and campus accommodation vacated by
students; a similar idea was followed in Bristol.
The YHA facility was at St John Reade Hall of Residence, accommodation allied to Bristol Polytechnic. It first
opened on 22nd July 1981 and operated for each high season until 1988, finally closing in that year on 28th August.
There were 40 beds in single study-bedrooms, and usage grew over those eight seasons to 1,400 overnights. Though
the Hall was of typical post-war unit construction, application was made in 2000 to demolish it; a new block of
serpentine design exists in its place.
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1: Hostelling News, Summer 1982, published details of the YHA temporary accommodation (YHA Archive);
2: regular hostelling cyclist Ron Sant took this appealing snap during his stay at Bristol’s second youth hostel (author’s collection)

In September 1982 Robert Parker sent a report on the temporary Bristol hostel back to HQ. The file is worth
repeating for its interesting minutiae:
Superior hostel, 40 Beds. This hostel is only open for five weeks this year, it was six last year. For the other fortyseven weeks it is a hall of residence for Bristol Polytechnic. The building is between ten and twenty years old and
is situated on the southern edge of Redland Green in a residential area of the city. The hostel uses only the lower
three floors of the building, but could use more floors if the demand arises.
Hostel Kitchen: the wardens use a cooker provided by the YHA rather than the vast catering ranges. The cooker
is powered by calor gas and has 4 rings, oven and grill. There are large commercial refrigerators and a deep freeze.
Also in this room are two separately plumbed washing machines and a tumble dryer. The floor is tiled and there
is a foam fire extinguisher and fire blanket provided. There is a serving hatch to the dining room.
Common/Dining Room: a large room with plenty of light. Polished wooden floor. At the time of my visit there
were dining tables and chairs for 16, 10 easy chairs and two coffee tables, but more of each type can be provided
from other rooms in the hall of residence. There is a football table, space invader and television here.
Members’ Kitchen: this is situated down a length of corridor from the common room and is really three
interconnecting rooms. There are 2 small tables with 4 chairs at each. There are 2 cookers each with 4 rings, grill
and oven, refrigerator and two irons. There are 4 sinks. The Region has supplied adequate equipment for
cooking. There is a fire extinguisher, but no fire blanket.
Dormitories: accommodation is in single bedrooms. Each has a bed (which converts to a settee using locks
affixed to the wall), chair, room divider, wardrobe, desk, bedside light, book shelf and Gideon bible. There is a
sink, with mirror, lighting and razor point. There would be room for four beds in each room if some of the
furniture was removed, working on the 34 sq ft criteria. The floor is lino tiled.
Washrooms and Toilets: female floor – 2 showers, 1 bath; male floor – 2 showers, 2 baths; ground floor –
additional 2 showers, 1 bath. 3 toilets on each floor (this would be the limiting factor if the region considered
putting more beds in rooms).
A typical hall of residence which fulfils all the Superior grading criteria, except for an officially designated drying
room, but there is no lack of places for hanging wet clothes.

Parker completed his survey by stating the hostel had been running in 1982 at approximately 50% capacity; it
seemed unlikely that the Region would want to increase bed numbers in the following couple of years. It would
require a huge leap of faith by YHA to imagine a permanent youth hostel in Bristol attracting 30 times the trade.
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Bristol [Hayman House] Youth Hostel

1989 to present

Hayman House, 14 Narrow Quay, Bristol, Somerset BS1 4QA
Historic County: Gloucestershire

YHA Region: South

GR: ST 585724

The seasonal St John Reade hostel served to suggest that there might be latent demand for YHA accommodation in
the larger industrial cities of England and Wales; hitherto city hostels outside of London had tended to be of the
historic cathedral or university sort – Winchester, Canterbury, Lincoln, Oxford, Cambridge, St David’s – though
there were exceptions. YHA sought to
replace the temporary Bristol hostel
with a substantial new one as early as
1986, when an appeal fund was set up,
headed by William Waldegrave MP.
Assistance was received from the
Department of Education and Science,
the English Tourist Board and City of
Bristol Council.

Left: 14 Narrow Quay is the tall, narrow
red-brick warehouse facing onto the
quayside. This image is of the property in
the late 1980s, just before its acquisition by
YHA for its new youth hostel (YHA Archive)

14 Narrow Quay was a former five-storey tea (or perhaps grain) warehouse in a run-down area of the city; it
operated as a nightclub in the 1970s and 1980s. As with later developments for YHA in Manchester, Liverpool and
Rotherhithe, it was dockside regeneration that spurred on the scheme for a new hostel in Bristol. The Spring 1988
edition of YHA Magazine explained how, in 1985, architect Niall Philips saw the building’s development potential.
At the same time, Graham Russell was in Bristol looking for ways to create the UK’s first residential urban study
centre. Bristol City planning officer Iain Patterson heard of the scheme, and suggested putting a proposal to the
Youth Hostels Association, who leaped at the chance of being involved. Graham was taken into the employ of the
YHA as Project Manager and said the scheme proved ‘irresistible’ to everyone.
Bristol City Council started the ball rolling by agreeing to lease the building to the YHA on a 125-year peppercorn
lease. An adjoining warehouse building, also owned by the council, was put up for sale with relevant planning
permissions granted, and the £200,000 proceeds handed back to the project to pay for development work. In
addition, the council approved a £200,000 interest-free loan for the project. So, with a building and £400,000 in
cash, the Bristol Project was underway. The YHA scheme would need £1 million to complete. The English Tourist
Board stepped in with a £125,000 grant, increased soon afterwards to £155,000 because it was felt the project was so
worthwhile. Then the Department of Education and Science agreed to a £200,000 grant, the largest single grant
awarded to a voluntary sector project aimed at young people in this country.
With a firm strategy and solid financial commitments from large and significant organisations, Graham Russell was
able to approach grant-making bodies such as the Ernest Cook Trust and the Gulbenkian Foundation with success.
Initially, it was proposed to have a centre manager to develop business potential, with a hostel operations manager
and an education manager reporting to that figurehead and a further seven to ten full-time posts.
The builders moved on to the site in October 1987. The facility had at first been expected to open in August 1988,
then in January 1989, with a bed capacity given as 120 or 125. When it finally opened in July 1989 the hostel was
named Hayman House, after Mr and Mrs Hayman, long time tireless workers for YHA in the Bristol area.
Nowadays the name Grain House has been adopted, suggesting that its former warehouse use may not have been
confined to tea. There was an official opening on 16th February 1990, when the hostel was promoted as YHA’s first
Urban Environmental Study Centre.
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An extant architect’s model of the new hostel is labelled with the following historical and constructional detail:
Originally constructed as two storeys in the 19th century, the warehouse acquired three extra floors under the
ownership of a Victorian property developer. A spine of cast-iron columns supports steel primary floor beams
dividing the structure into five bays for the Prince Street building and three bays facing Narrow Quay. Solid
masonry separates the two, acting structurally as a ‘shear wall’. Timber roof trusses support a clay-tiled roof.
The schedule of accommodation required by the conversion has been zoned to create 120 bed spaces at third,
fourth and, in the new roof-space, fifth floor levels. Teaching and seminar spaces occupy the second floor and
cafeteria first floor. The cavernous ground floor incorporates a new mezzanine level within the exhibition and
reception areas. The basement houses ancillary functions. Aesthetically, the existing elements are retained and
expressed whilst new ones are clearly defined and separated.
Project Architects Niall Phillips Associates, Michael Fitzsimmons, Ian Ratcliff

A postcard issued in the hostel’s early years accentuates the proximity to the harbourside (author’s collection)

Margaret Whaley was YHA Operations Manager here and remembers that not everything went smoothly. The
project team of architects, Bristol Council and the Project Manager wanted to build and fit out the hostel, then
hand it over to the operations team without their input. It made for a difficult relationship and mistakes were made
which were costly to deal with after it opened: leaking shower rooms and poor ventilation, for instance. The
architects and the original project manager fought hard to put the self-catering kitchen in the basement but the
volunteers insisted that it had to be a proper kitchen and that it had to be fully equipped. As built it failed to reach
the hostel standards and members were most unhappy with it. Nowadays it is an excellent, well equipped facility.
Margaret also recalls how she had to prepare for the hostel’s first function – an overnight stay of officials – and
building progress was behind schedule. She put out a plea for operations teams to come down and help with the fit
out. YHA staff from Wales, the Peak District and the Lakes all turned up and worked flat out all weekend hauling
beds and other furniture up the stairs (the lift hadn't yet been commissioned) and thanks to this help most of the
bedrooms were ready. However, the building was far from suitable to open to guests. Straight after the event the
hostel closed again and did not reopen properly until a few weeks later.
Duncan Simpson was familiar with the plans for, and early development of, the new Bristol hostel, first as manager
of Salisbury hostel and later as Wessex operations manager. He recalls what a bold and far-reaching step was taken
with the establishment of this hostel:
YHA took a radical approach for the youth hostel at Bristol. It was a big hostel in a disused warehouse, part of a
dock development scheme in a run down quarter of the city. It was a symbol of the modern YHA with paid
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management. It would be a city hostel and an example of the brave new approach, called market segmentation.
For an organisation used to adapting any old building, preferably small ones, and with its back firmly turned on
cities, apart from those with a claim to heritage, the scheme was revolutionary. Also revolutionary was
the sharing of the building with the TIC, the employment of live-out staff, and an education officer.
When the hostel first opened the Arnolfini was there, the architects’ office next door, an NCP carpark, a hotel
and – that was it. The rest of the area, today bustling and lively, was a maze of disused warehouses and derelict
docks. YHA people of the time were incredibly brave to take it on and at first many people thought they had
made a dreadful mistake. Complaints multiplied. No cycle shed. Noise from a pub and nightclub on Prince
Street. They waited with baited breath to see it fail. The backstabbers were out in force.
Today you can see how wrong they were. The approach led to hostels like Rotherhithe and others in London, to
Manchester and Liverpool, all very much iconic modern hostels. The original entrance was on Prince Street with
an airy reception area entered off the street. That area is now a television lounge. The original lounge
was downstairs where I think there is now a games room. The lifts and the back stairs went up to bedrooms,
cafeteria, self-catering kitchen and classrooms. Everything was stark, white and clean with plenty of exposed
metal and a touch of brutalism to the window fittings and stairways.
The modern entrance from the quayside was the Tourist Information centre. On the mezzanine floor YHA had
an office which I remember was used by the hostel’s education officer. The TIC covered the whole of the current
reception area through to the lift.
At first no staff lived in. All were employed locally, an unusual arrangement at that time. The hostel seemed to
struggle financially. People blamed the staffing arrangement but things were not helped by some very unrealistic
expectations for numbers that would stay when it first opened. It went through a quick series of managers and
problems until Ken Rome arrived from London Highgate in 1990 and after that things settled a bit.
The hostel was one of the first to employ an education officer to develop and deliver educational programmes for
schools and groups. The approach was obvious and today is very much accepted but then the idea was
revolutionary and didn’t last long. As YHA demanded higher returns from the hostel than it was getting, the role
went.

One particularly notable feature of the design was the building of a mezzanine level between the ground floor (where
the reception and TIC were housed) and first floor (dining and self-catering). Access to this half-floor, where there
is the quiet lounge and hostel office, was by means of an intermediate bridge from a spiral staircase at the
harbourside end, linking the ground and first floors.
There was a major reorganisation of the premises over the period 1999-2000. The ground floor was effectively
reversed, with the main entrance now from the vibrant harbourside end, while the Prince Street entrance was
demoted. The most significant change came with the inclusion for the first time of integral staff quarters, including a
manager’s flat, on the second floor. As a consequence, the hostel capacity of 124 in 1999 was reduced to 88 in 2000,
though this number gradually crept up to 100 over the ensuing decade. Hostel managers after Ken Rome were, in
the 1990s, Adrian Lamb and Ells Simms. From 1999, Duncan Lowe and Cliff Barber were in charge briefly, but
Andrew Head arrived in 2001 and stayed for several years.

Bristol hostel and quayside on a misty morning in March 2010. The Arnolfini Arts Centre, one of Europe’s leading centres for
the contemporary arts, is the large building to the right. It moved here in 1975, 14 years before the YHA (author’s photograph)
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3 4

5 6

7 8
Bristol youth hostel – vibrant and welcoming (author’s photographs, June 2015).
1-3: views of the tree-lined frontage onto Narrow Quay. The name the Grain House has been recently adopted;
4: the old hostel entrance on Prince Street (behind the low fence) now acts as a shielded utility and emergency exit;
5&6: lounge and balcony, mezzanine level; 7&8: dining room, servery and self-catering kitchen
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The decision to include staff on site was reversed when the hostel closed for a substantial
refurbishment at the end of 2008 and guest accommodation was maximised to 133 beds
by the conversion of staff quarters. The initial unrealistic expectations alluded to above –
35,000 annual overnights being predicted in the early years, but rarely 25,000 achieved –
suddenly became not only achievable but passable, so that every year since 2013 more
than 39,000 have stayed. One of the changed features was the replacement of the spiral
stair from ground floor to mezzanine level by a standard staircase to the side, freeing up
the cavernous ground floor space accessed from the harbourside as an atmospheric bar,
bistro and reception. Meeting rooms were also reconfigured.
YHA’s Springboard programme of improvements in 2015 led to further enhancement of
the reception, bar and bistro area, the replacement of the industrial café furniture (old
cable drums) with a more chic variety, a reorganisation of utility rooms in the basement
and ground floor spaces, four more guest beds and better toilet arrangements. Daniel
Winnacott and (from 2015) Richard Dakin have managed the hostel in recent years.
In 2017 the layout of Bristol youth hostel was as follows:
Basement – games room, laundry, bike store
Ground floor – bistro bar and reception, lounge, television and IT facility
Mezzanine – quiet lounge and library, staff office, conference room
First floor – dining room, hostel kitchen, self-catering kitchen
Second floor – boardroom, guest rooms 201-207
Third floor: guest rooms 301-312
Fourth floor: guest rooms 401-411
Fifth floor: guest rooms 501-507
Toilets and showers throughout

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1949-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
¶: Strontian Lodge hostel; §: St John Reade Hall hostel; ∆: Hayman House hostel
•: 320 bednights at the end of 1965; *: 17 month period
1940
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1948

1949

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

2901¶

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

6785¶

7177¶

7329¶

6519¶

6256¶

6209¶

6268¶

6059¶

5556¶

5783¶

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

5725¶

5340¶

5820¶

5612¶

6300¶

7294¶

320•¶

…

…

…

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

…

493§

738§

884§

1005§

1411§

1242§

1380§

1405§

4905∆

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

20517∆

22069∆

21948*∆

19355∆

21696∆

23187∆

26316∆

24493∆

25130∆

24423∆

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

23245∆

18993∆

22478∆

22208∆

24555∆

23954∆

25372∆

25273∆

21027∆

25729∆

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

31972∆

34615∆

37515∆

39573∆

39892∆

39457∆

39573∆

39287∆

39122∆

39070∆

© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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